
Objectives 
Augmented reality (AR) simulators have expanded in surgical education
applications. An ideal simulator requires a cost-effective model that
closely mimics the clinical environment and allows accurate
registration/tracking. We created a hand fracture simulator that
combines a physical model with AR overlay and includes
tracking/registration of the hand, fracture fragments, and K-wires. We
sought to validate an AR tracking system with this model against
established methods of electromagnetic (EM) and infrared (IR) optical
tracking.

Methods
Creation of a 3D printed hand model of a Bennett’s fracture was
completed by segmenting bone from a reference CT data set and
silicone casting to mimic soft tissue coverage. Optical and EM tracking
systems were used to co-register sensors with the image target. AR
target tracking was facilitated through the Unity and Vuforia AR
software development kit using webcams and mobile device cameras.
Coordinate measurements were collected between the camera-based
AR tracking system and IR or EM tracking. Comparisons were completed
at working distances between 20-35 cm in 5cm increments, assessing
correspondence and distance errors.

Results
Seven position pairs were collected at each depth. Rigid registration
errors with both IR and EM systems were less than 1 mm across all
depths of field relative to the AR camera (0.972 and 0.494 mm,
respectively), demonstrating accuracy and feasibility of using image
target tracking independently for AR simulators.

Conclusions
Our study demonstrates the development of a novel 3-D printed model
for K-wire fixation of hand fractures, coupled with an AR tracking
system with sub-millimetre accuracy. This technology can be widely
employed using webcams and tablets, eliminating the need for
expensive IR and EM systems. Further studies will be completed to
demonstrate efficacy of this type of simulation model on resident skill
acquisition and compared against current teaching paradigms.
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Table 1: Co-registration errors between Augmented 
Reality (AR) and optical (IR) tracking positions

Depth

(cm)

Mean Error

(mm)

Standard 

Deviation

Number of 

Samples

20 0.309 0.237 7

25 0.224 0.115 7

30 0.393 0.215 7

35 0.813 0.239 7

Combined

(20 – 35)
0.494 0.303 28

Table 2: Co-registration errors between Augmented Reality 
(AR) and Electromagnetic (EM) tracking position

Sub-millimetre accuracy of object tracking 
demonstrated by our Augmented Reality (AR) 

system at all depths of field when compared to 
Infrared (IR) and Electromagnetic (EM) tracking. 

Figure 1: A) Schematic of a Bennett’s fracture in our AR
simulator. B) Reduction of fracture fragments and
superimposed AR overlay demonstrating acceptable K-
wire trajectory. C) Example of feedback showing
incorrect K-wire trajectory during a trial of fracture
fixation.

A

B
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Depth

(cm)

Mean Error

(mm)

Standard 

Deviation

Number of 

Samples

20 0.598 0.309 7

25 0.809 0.549 7

30 0.705 0.483 7

35 0.687 0.329 7

Combined

(20 – 35)
0.972 0.585 28


